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NOTES BY THE WAY.
At the Royal Literary Fund dinner on April 27th
Mr. A. J. Balfour made a most interesting and suggestive
speech. Interesting as one might have expected it to be, but
suggestive above all in that the key note was the feeling of
change that is coming over all men. He spoke of the
prospect of art revival, of revival in literature, and of
new developments in science, but all through the address
there was the idea of the old order changing, giving place
to the new. The under-moving was recognised throughout.
Of literature Mr. Balfour said :—

Paul.
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wide field for investigation, for it includes tho meaning of
all shrines anil tho real reason of idolatry.

Why arc great men “superstitious?” And small men
not so? Mr. T. P. O’Connor in the “Weekly Sun” continues
his articles on Taine, and so we are getting graphic sketches
of Napoleon. He was “superstitious” and “imaginative,”
and full of “poetic power,” this scourge of the earth, of
whom it has been said that he was “ perhaps the most per
fect incarnation of evil the world has ever seen.” “He was
disposed to accept the marvellous, presentiments, and even
certain mysterious communications between beings,” says
Taine. And Madame de Rdmusat writes : “ I have seen him
excited by the rustling of the wind, speak enthusiastically
of the roar of the sea, and sometimes inclined to believe in
nocturnal apparitions,” in short, leaning to certain super
stitions. And, quoting Taine once more:—

Meneval notes his crossing himself involuntarily on the
It only requires the rise of some great man of genius to
mould the forces which exist in plenty around us, to utilise the occasion of some great danger or the discovery of some
instniction which we have almost in super-abundance, and to important fact. “ During the Consulate, in the evening, in a
make the coming age of literature as glorious or even more circle of ladies, he sometimes improvised and declaimed tragic
‘ tales,’ Italian fashion, quite worthy of the story-tellers of the
glorious than any of those which preceded it.
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. . . .” As to love, his
Aid the words which followed these were pregnant with letters to Josephine during the Italian campaign form one of
meaning:—
the best examples of Italian passion, and “in most piquant
My friend, Lord Kelvin, has often talked to me of the future contrast with the temperate and graceful elegance of his prede
of science, and he has said words to me about the future of cessor, M. de Beauharnais.”
science which are parallel with the words I have quoted to you
Is it not that the world’s movers are always in touch
about the future of art, and with the hope which I have expressed with the unseen, and that the small ones, those who only
to you with respect to literature. He has told me that to the
seem to move it, do not even know whether there is such a
men of science of to-day it appears as if we were trembling
upon the brink of some great scientific discovery which should thing as an Unseen ?

give to us a new view of the great forces of Nature, among
which and in the midst of which we move. If this prophecy be
right, and if the other forecasts to which I have alluded be right,
then indeed it is true that we live in an interesting age ; then
indeed it is true that we may look forward to a time full of
fruit for the human race—to an age which cannot be sterilised
or rendered barren even by politics.

Miss Rowan Vincent’s lecture on Psychometry, illus
trated as it was by experiments, deserves more than a
passing notice. That some of the experiments were un
successful goes without saying, but that out of so few
experiments there should be any successes, according to the
theory of probability was far more than could be expected.
That Miss Vincent, holding a ring in her hand, said that its
last owner died of consumption, might of course have been
a shrewd guess, but what the chances are against such a
guess being right, only the ring being in evidence, we leave
to the imagination of those who are fond of multiplication
sums. At the same time Miss Vincent’s claims are serious,
and if they prove to be founded on impregnable bases the
history of the world may have to be rewritten.

And what will that discovery be ? Or rather has it not
lieen made at least in part ? Whatever it may be called, or
however it may be regarded, the fact of independent con
sciousness we hold to have been established, an independent
consciousness which may wield—which must wield—what
are called the forces of Nature, but which are only the
representations, in this present consciousness of ours, of
active forces in that other consciousness which impinges
mi this. Lord Kelvin and his fellow-workers have de
Mrs. Besant at Bow.—On Monday evening last the large
stroyed matter as we know it, and they arewaiting wonhall of tho Bow and Bromley Institute was crowded to its
deringly for what will come next.
utmost capacity some time previous to the hour announced for
the opening of the doors. The chair was taken by Mr. Georgo
We print in another column a letter in which the Lansbury, who at once introduced the lecturer. Mi’s. Besant,
who met with a very cordial reception, proceeded to deliver an
writer claims for the High Celebration of the Eucharist address on Theosophy, which she treated from a popular stand
all that is necessary for communication with the Un point. Speaking of the brotherhood of man as the basis of all
seen. Whether this is so or not it is certain that not religions, and the groundwork of Theosophy, she pointed out in
very forcible style how the teaching oporated physically,
wily the Catholic Church, but all the churches whose ritual mentally, and spiritually. At the close Mi’s. Besant replied to
probably camo originally from Egypt, have in their High a number of questions from her audience in a clear and evi
Celebrations the attributes of the seance room, and those, dently satisfactory manner, and on the motion of the Rev.
Marmaduke Ilare, Vicar of Bow, seconded by Mr. Rawlings,
when not degraded, in their best form. This subject if the thanks of the meeting were unanimously accorded to Mrs.
it can be divorced from theological controversy opens up) a Besant for her lecture.
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LIGHT.
THE LIFE THAT IS COMING.

Some of um cannot but !*• aware that new springs of
vitality an* living discovered, and that the old meanings of
the terms—youth, age. decay, and so forth—must either
be done away with or receive new meanings. Under a
different title (she calls it " The Modern Expression of the
Oldest Philosophy ") Katherine Coolidge treats of this new
life, it* meaning, and its origin, in the "Arena" for April.
We should well like to transfer the whole of the article to
the columns of “ Light,'1 but some extracts must suflice :—
This vital truth is the unity of life. In it we know that one
life tills all things ; that there is not one principle of life for
things spiritual, and another for things natural, but that the
same principle act-s throughout the world. Not spirit alone, but
matter also, is instinct with divine life, and is thus fluid and re
sponsive to the creative thought. We, as products of this thought,
aiv sharers in its lioundless vitality. < >ur health, both moral
and physical, depends upon the free influx of the life current.
\Ve should not, however, seek only for external results, and the
present form of this eternal law has suffered wrong by being
eoa-ddere-l as first a cure for physical ills. This should be a se
condary consideration. It is the inevitable result of being spirit
ually receptive, but the inner receptivity is the essential thing;
health Ls sure to follow when we feel that all forms of life are in
touch with life itself.

[May 6, )89j_

Tt is not necessary to leave this earth to find th<^
hidden springs of life ; there is no need to mount skyway
but we doubt, and fear produces blindness : we fear. aflq
the fear engenders pain :—
If we seek life where it is not we find its negation, aa,j
Ixicome the slave of external effects. If we follow where truth
leads us, into the eternal being of God, we are filled with
boundless vitality. Mind and body glow with a new life.
Instead of two worlds of spirit and matter, one divine, the
other strangely inharmonious, we see the true unity in which
nature Is the glorious expression of God.

But if this be so, how are we to reduce it to practical
usefulness ? The problem of good and evil at once presents
itself. This problem exists only because “ we try with our
shifting wills to change the outer crust of things, hut the
change is vain, it springs from the fuller life within —

Certainly the world’s way of advancing does not give peace,
does not lift the burden of sin and sorrow from the face of the
earth. In our earnest attempts to lessen the evil in this life of
ours we have ignored the significance of two facts. The first
is that each of us lives in the world which lies within his con
sciousness, and the other is our own power to expand that con
sciousness. Not only our inner life, but our visible world
as well, depends upon our seeing power. All growth, from ths
human point of view, is the extension of the finite conscious
ness, that it may contain more and more of the infinite truth,
The bounding surface between spirit and matter seems which is ever seeking an entrance.
har-llv to exist in the writer's mind, for we are told:—
Creation is boundless; but just as the lower organisation
The forms of things have no life in themselves, but live in are blind to the greater part of their environment, so man is
God, and therefore spiritual power is the only strength that can blind to the infinity which surrounds him, and each individual
avail us in whatever direction we turn. When we feel this, the is confined within the sphere of his own consciousness. He
health of the body becomes one with the health of the soul; and may constantly enlarge this sphere, and so realise a greater and
the health of the soul is the very fulness of life, constantly flow truer world, or he may so narrow his vision that his world seems
to contract and shut him in. This is equally true of humanity
ing from a never-failing source.
as a whole ; we are joined together by invisible cords, and the
That this has been the teaching of the greatest thinkers
[•arts cannot separate themselves from the whole. In spite of
throughout the ages is insisted on. The all-pervading
differences, the mass of mankind is in the same stage of con
nature of Brahm is referred to, and Plato is quoted as say sciousness, and experience teaches us all to believe in an exter
ing in the Charmides,“ that the health of the soul is the first nal world which differs but little in individual minds. That we
necessity in the care of the body.” After a reference to all think somewhat alike, and look upon the same picture, is
because our minds are one underneath their seeming division.
Emerson we have this :—
On the high plane of truth separation has no existence ; all is
Oar highest perception of truth springs from something
unity, and even in this apparently fragmentary world our finite
within us which transcends the intellect. This is the true self
minds are united. No man stands alone, or can wholly make
in each one of us, in which we are one with the universal self.
his own world. Each is bound up with all. No one can live
It is that which knows love, and can know all things, for it
his life to himself. He is responsible for every thought which,
is common to all things, and is present in all life. We may
whether it crystallise into action or not, vibrates in proportivn
call its voice intuition, we may call it faith, or, better, we may
to its force through the whole body of mankind. His mind
call it love ; but when we feel it there is no further need of
Is part of the universal mind, and his rise or fall is that of all I
words or philosophies, for we have consciously entered the
I mankind.
stream of life and become sharers in its very essence.
Our phenomenal world corresponds to the stage of developThis true wisdom lias found expression in many ways and in
I ment and recognition of the aggregate human mind. With
all ages, especially for us in the life and teaching of Jesus Christ,
clearer vision we can behold God’s true world. That which
There we are told that in God ’* we live and move and have our
with dim sight we now see reflects back to us the image of our
being,” and that our faith shall make us whole. Plainly are we
I lower selves. Thus we look at a picture which is full of beauty
bidden to grow as the lilies of the field, nothing doubting,
wherever the light shines through us, but is blurred and dis
nothing fearing ; with perfect trust in the eternal life within us. torted by taking on the form and colour of our own destiny;
And yet. while wu profess to believe all this as religion, we do I and yet we mistake even the dark spots for the creation of
not practise it in our every-day lives. We make a fetich of the God's light.
As soon as we feel that we are nothing, and
opinions of men, and, instead of living fearlessly, strong in the the light is all, the shadows vanish, We are no longer opaque,
kno •.-.ledge that we are the children of God, we toil and spin, but transparent ; and nature, seen in the full glow of truth
seeking to prop up our world with artificial supports, and largeiy which fills us, is wholly pure and spiritual. As in the old
ignoring its only true support, which is the life within itself. legends the ghosts and demons wither into nothingness
This divinity is hidden to the eye of sense, but revealed to the before the sign of the cross, so now and always no unclean
eye of tho spirit. Faith sees it as the divine substance which thing can continue to exist when the light of truth shines
lives in al! created thing*, and by this sight opens the doors through it.
wide to its inflowing strength. No evil can resist it, for evil
We do not see the great unity that underlies everything
i* but it* negation. Thus may we seek life at its source,
—
we
do not recognise the eternal reality. So, “ in <>ur
and thus it will jsmetnite and uplift every visible form.
I
We can find no living spring in the world of sense. We all blind self-consciousness we seein to tear ourselves away
deufe -i richer life in mind and body. Why do we not go to from life, and declare that we have power of our o"’”'
' ‘
i >
,. w»tar of hie > 1.-, it nut so simple that a separate and underived. Hence the apparent weakness 1,1
Ciuld nt iv umk-rtlati-l that it is better to seek life at its centre our present idea of the world.”
tluui t>> seek it in its outward form, where, we know not why,
If we could grasp this principle of unity and get nd
it luus, in our sight, become tainted with impurity I This im
the notion of two forces, of the belief in separate
purity must appear to us while we remain blind to the presence
necessarily discordant states, and could awake to the kn>>^.
of God in ourselves and in nature ; but when, opening our eyes,
we look within and beyond the world of sense, a flood of light ledge of our true selves, we should draw nearer <•’
wholeness of mind and body, until our vision -<•>
pours in which transforms all that it touches,

LIGHT.
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that tho body is transformed to our sight into its natural
ami divine state. Wo should not in this way deny tho
material world, but wo should know that nature is tho
living Word of God : —
Already a beginning has boon made, and many aro crossing
tho threshold of a now life. This life moans deep consecration
to one end, and perfect willingness to make any sacrifice. Above
all, it means great love. Then comes a constantly growing
power to receive and give forth life. Weak enough at first is
our hold of this power in tho face of the terrible need through
out the world, but. still mighty to help, because it reaches the
inner life of the spirit, from which all things spring. Sooner
or later, here or olsowhero, wo must all become conscious of
life. Why do we neglect it now, when humanity roaches out
passionately for that peace which comes only of tho fulness of
life ! Every one of us can find it ; every one of us can give it
forth, and receive more in the giving. The more intenso our
desire to help, tho more does tho message of life penetrate
“very seeming veil : strength of desire gives it wings, and car
ries it whithersoever our thought wills. The deeper our
feeling of tho actual presence of God in every breath, in every
atom, the more nearly do we reach the fulfilment of all life.
The greater our love, tho stronger its power to fill and transform
all that it touches.
Sight, love, and passionate desire to give forth in the spirit
to all who hunger must break our self-made bonds, and show us
our birthright. So as we open our eyes the shadow-land dis
appears in the light of God’s presence.

MENTAL VISION.
The following suggestive remarks are taken from an
article by Dr. Alexander Wilson in the “ Religio-Philosopliical Journal ” for April Sth. He is commenting on a
paragraph on Mental Vision which appeared in the
“Chicago Daily News” :—
We believe in “men, women, and gods.” The human mind
is no product or emanation of the physical structure, begotten
with it and dying with it, but a living intelligence. Time is but
a projection of the eternal ; and the thinking faculty is always of
that primal region of being.
There are living essences of
rarious and perhaps discrete degrees, constantly in communica
tion and sometimes in rapport with the minds of those living in
the confines of time and space. They apprehend the thought
and purpose from intimate association and contact, and so may
further them, arrest them, divert them into other channels.
This may be done so imperceptibly that the individual imagines
it to be all of his own accord. The consciousness may be, and
often is, a result of disturbance, abnormality. So we may see
visions, perceive voices, and have impressions which are from
the world beyond us, and seem to be supernatural. I have more
than once experienced this. I have also caught the impression
of what was going on in another man’s mind, many miles away,
brought as though by the telephone. Indeed, I do suspect that
this very air of our planet has telephonic qualities, if we but
knew of them. Wires will not always be necessary.
Whether the Supreme Being personally thus speaks, commu
nicates, or inspires is too deep a question to introduce here.
So far as we can well comprehend, it is all by intermediaries.
We may assure ourselves that we are existing in a region of
uimd where we interchange mental and moral conditions, un
conscious thought, aye, even life itself, with a myriad of beings
analogous in nature, guided sometimes by the best motives to
wards us, and perhaps by worse ones. We cannot live apart
from them, or they from us. The world-famous microbe of
modern medical invention is not more numerous, active, or
capable of good and bad results. I suppose with Silesius that
we are necessary to God as well as he to us. Certainly all living
persons, bodied, unbodied, disembodied, are necessary each to
the other.
This conies behind this peculiar faculty of “ seeing with the
mind’s eye,” that the writer alluded to from whom we took our
starting point. We never think definitely of man or object, ex
cept we give corporeal form to what we think of; and if wo
never saw, so as to reproduce it, we create it in our own minds,
if we think out the right appearance we imagine ourselves
gifted or inspired; but very generally, if we ever see the person
or object, we have to change our conceptions.
The Brahman sages say that the Supreme ’One 'created tho
universe by energising thought.
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EXPERIMENTS.

n~
Wo continue subsection (c): “ The complete raising of the
table ” :—
In order to bettor observe tho operation, we took away grad
ually all tho persons placed at tho table, having recognised that
this circle of people was not at all necessary, either for this
phenomenon or for tho others, and at last one only was left with
tho medium, tho one on her left. This person placed his foot
on both Eusapia’s feet and one hand on her knees. He also held
tho loft hand of tho medium with his other hand ; the medium's
right hand was oither on tho tablo in full view of everybody, or
else it was hold in tho air during the rising.
As tho tablo remained in tho air during several seconds, wo
wore able to got several photographs of tho phenomenon, which
had nover previously been done. Three cameras were used at
the same time in different parts of the room, the light being got
from a magnesium lamp at a convenient moment. In this way
we got twenty-one photographs, some of which are very good.
For instance, on one of them (the first that was attempted) Pro
fessor Richet is seen holding one hand, the knees, and one foot
of the medium, while Professor Lombroso is holding the other
hand, and that the tablo is raised horizontally is seen by the
space betweon the end of each leg and the end of its correspond
ing shadow.
In all the preceding experiments, we concentrated our atten
tion chiefly on the careful watching of the hands and feet of the
medium, and that being so, we thought we had avoided every
difficulty. At the same time, we feel that we cannot pass over
in silence one fact which was only noticed for the first time on
the evoning of October Sth, but which probably had been pro
duced also during the preceding experiments. It is this ; that
all the four legs of the table could not be considered as perfectly
oft’ the ground during the rising, because at least one of them
was in contact with the lower edge of the medium’s gown. On
that evening we noticed that a little before the rising Eusapia’s
dress swelled out on the left side so as to touch the nearest leg
of the table.
One of us having been told off to stop this contact, the table
could not rise as at other times, and the rising only took place
when the observer intentionally allowed the contact to be pro
duced. This is seen in the photographs of this experiment, and
also in those where the leg of the table in question is somewhat
visible at its lowest extremity.
We did not verify the amount of pressure exercised at this
moment on the table by the hand of the medium, and we could
not discover, on account of the short time that the table rose,
what amount of influence the contact of the dress (which
appeared to act sideways) could have in restraining the table.*
To avoid this contact it was proposed to try for the rising
whilst the medium and her fellow experimenters remained
standing, but this was unsuccessful.t We then attempted to
place the medium at one of the longer sides of the table, but
she opposed this, saying that it was impossible. We are, there
fore, forced to declare that we have not succeeded in obtaining
a perfect rising of the table with the four legs absolutely in the
ail- free from all contact, and there are reasons for fearing that
an unpleasantly similar state of things probably existed when
the two legs were raised on the side of the medium.

The phenomenon of the “ touching robe ” exercised the
minds of the experimenters a good deal. “ How,” says the
report, “ could the contact of a light fabric with the lower
end of a table leg help in raising it?” Seeing that the
hiding of any solid substance which might have aided the
medium in raising the table, was out of the question, it is
[•Foot note by M. Aksakof. I should, however, observe that at the
very first stance, when the table was entirely raised in the air, the two
arms and tho two hands of Eusapia were spread over the table uit/ioid
touching it, at a distance of nearly five centimetres, her fists wero con
vulsively closed, and her arms were twisted. I was much struck with
the peculiarity of this experiment, and I at once noted it, for I have
never seen a table raised under the same conditions. These peculiar
conditions should be looked for in future experiments. Moreover, at
the stance of October 15th, experimenting with the table, M. Richet
kept his own hand between tho two hands of Eusapia, and he assures
me that, during the first rising, the hand of Eusapia scarcely touched
the table, and during the second experiment she diu not touch it at all.
[+ M. Aksakof says -.—On my asking Eusapia why tho rising of tho
table could not take place while she was standing, she answered that,
whilst this phenomenon was being produced, her kneesand feet trembled
so much that she could not stand. " Of which,” she said, “you can
assure yourselves by holding my knees whilst I am seated.” But I had
no opportunity of verifying this.]
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sdni. And for these one glance at the future, “ when the and at p. 115, “ It is well known that when the
trumpet shall •oomi aa-i the dead *b.ill be raised incorruptible ”; second pass beyond a certain limit either wav
‘"e
_
,
„
• ’ -sey fr; nt
then Sf-rdMj SI
will be either promoted or deposed. I anect tae tympanum.
only refer to tins, not wishing to challenge modern
When dying people do hear music not produced ot ear- dbbeljrf in *&y »uch awful crisis a* the dissolution of instruments, may it not be that the crisis of approadiiiw
• piwsei, but as a dguidcant intimation of toin.d evok- lution so quickens spiritual senses as to make sounds mieL-'
trij spiritual agencies prup^riouate to the death throes before, perceptible 1
» w.jrid. Oetinzer speaks with high esteem of the musical
Perhaps such music is a soft prelude to the choral exerrw
syKe.m of J. L Frieker.of I>rtrisgen. Inhises»ys on “Esrthlv of which Swedenborg often makes mention : reporting tri: t»
»ai HWvenly Prilia.iphy ' he oSera an ar-remt of this system, them increasing unison of spirit is effected in souls lueh
wfcfe vi'tnttmg that “ it is not so easy to understand." I have released from the discords of life in the flesh. “ Souls ik ?
- «g intervals of rest, spent much time and effort in trying to degrees introduced into these harmonies and agreements, sc a*1
un-ieretami Im fttilu, aad failure has been so cump.ete tliat I at length they can be among the angels.’’ (S. D.. 4S9.i
•houid B.X dana to refer to st if I was nut almost sure of haring the iiarmonies of sound are a spiritual harmony.’’ (Hit.. A1*
m *o?&e lucid inocients gathered tins one clear conception, that
Fr.cker bebeved th*r the octave which ends our musical scale
Tbbi’.e will always be sweet and blameless souls, tlu:
i* one of * aerfea extendmg far onwanis into higher world*. In
the purity of child-angels will gaze directly on the face >•
bn eseay ,/n “ Light and S’lUnd," the Late Mr. Joseph Severn
Father, and know nothing of the clouds and darkness v-*"
h*a expree*ed a similar belief: “ The octave which we receive
the intellect may spread around His throne : but Religion
fr-,:n nature is tux only b>rn with us, but must lisre existed in
sidered simply as one factor within a rational nature,
all tunes arid in the same pr^rthm. It is, pvrhajis, one of
like all our other native powers, seek for rational expresses.l>
the m-rst my*t«ri*XM iinkv with the invisible world tliat this
thus it will generate Theology. But Religion may abide
pr»operty of sound exi*t*. though we cannot tell bow we get it,
systems of Theology may perish. And so it has been in t*5
or how »•« exercise it ; for in *n instnut we perceive a note out
The realms of thought are strewn with the relics of
I
of tune.
The >jet*ve i* tiie must ehanaing mystery
systems, but the spirit of Religion still walks with the tri/:
ia nature, and its form i* so positive that we may fairly
conclude that it exists in an unteen world, invariably c-jnhdence of immortal youth, and builds new shrines whet®1
the Mine/' (“Life and Letters of J. Severn,” p. 229.) to dwell, rill these, too, have served their purpose.—PniSCE*
Dkcmmoxd.

• I <*nn,/ ;.reteiri tu underataod this iaat wntence—the context
any Coe used to St. Martin* books will find urar enough.

Kenley * “ Secret.,” T. P. S„ p. 34.
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the mere fact that wo have within us an essence which is
capablo of permanent impressions proves that that essence must
By Bertram St. John.
in itself be permanent. It is impossible to believe that that
which does not decay while joined to the material body should,
There is a question which naturally arises in the mind of the moment it becomes freed from that body, become suddenly
tinny a deep thinker—“How do wc know that we possess a extinct like a quenched flame. And here we come to the second
soul I" Taking this, then, as our starting point in a few words point of consideration- -the existence or non-existence of a sub
igainst Materialism, let us endeavour, putting aside all acknow stance which docs not decay so long as the visible frame con
ledged inspired authority, to discover, if possible, by philosophi tinues in a forced state of being,but decays directly the latter is
cal reasoning, some causes for the belief in the existence of an overcome by death. How can we believe that matter, in what
essence beyond that of the body.
soever form, is incapable, at any time, of decay ’ How can we
In the first place, where does the Spiritualist differ from the reconcile the idea of the unchanging existence of this ultra
Materialist in his beliefs ! Jn this way—the Spiritualist refined collection of protoplasm for a definite period with our
believes that the emotions, perceptions, and intellectual powers belief in the universal impermanence of matter 1 It is
are uue to the workings of an existent and invisible agency impossible.
which is imperishable ; the Materialist believes that these are
Before closing these few and necessarily imperfect remarks
nothing more than exhibitions, in different forms, of a nervous on the immateriality and immortality of the soul, I cannot
vrgjiusation, whose centre of force is the brain. There are refrain from saying a few words on the Buddhist and Theosophist
• others who hover betwixt the two beliefs and accept a little of theory of Re-incarnation or Transmigration. Personally, I
each—that is to say, who acknowledge the existence of a dual cannot, for a moment, conceive the possibility of the creation
nature in man, but who deny the imperishability of the invisible of anything whatever, otherwise than material. That our spirits
essence, on the grounds that that which is commonly called the were ever created is to me incomprehensible ; I can only believe
“ soul ” is nothing more nor less than another form of proto that they have existed from time immeasurable and that they
plasm—a rarefaction, as it were, of matter and which decays as will continue to exist through time infinite ; why these spirits
should have been forced to dwell, wrapped in a bodily form, as
suck
Let us consider the three theories—beginning with that of now, is not a point for present discussion. At the same time,
tbe Materialist. He would say “ the source of all power is the I am not capable of comprehending the pre-existence of such a
brain; it is the centre of intellect, of sensation, of the vast and innumerable concourse of spirits as to allow a separate
emotions, the memory, and the will ; our understanding, our and totally unique and individual essence for each new material
emotions, and our will power depend entirely upon the action form. T herefore, it seems to me that the theory of Re-incarof the cerebrum, which is the centre of all intellect; the greater nation instead of being, as I have heard many pronounce it,
the number of divisions in the cerebrum, the greater the under an extravagant and absurd one, is, in reality, one worthy of
standing ; thus, in man, it is more deeply indented, according wider consideration, one which is easy of comprehension and
as he is more highly cultivated, and in the same way that of philosophical in its reasoning. For all religion, at its best, is
»ninnls becomes less so as we we go further down the scale of but based on supposition or scientific data ; therefore, why not
created beings. Again, sensation is due to the contact of the choose that which is most logical and rational in doctrine ?
nerves with some outer object ; the nerves communicate with
the brain, which is the centre of sensation ; ” and so on.
ONE TRAVELLER RETURNS.
Now, to a certain extent, we are forced to agree with the
Materialist. We cannot entirely overlook the importance of
With this heading the following appears in the “Religiothe functions of the brain. We cannot fail to acknowledge the Philosophical Journal ” for April 15th :—
existence of a certain mechanism in the human body, and not
In the summer of 1891 I joined a party of five persons for a
only in the human body, which is capable of receiving, we will
fishing
excursion in Onset Bay; the wind was light, several of
sir through the nerves, the communication of sensations,
emotions, affections, <tc. But mark, that while I say the brain the party were lounging in the stern of the boat enjoying that
receives these communications, I do not say that they end here. “ dolce far niente” to which the soft air seemed to invite the
For it is impossible to believe that the happiness and the misery; indolently inclined. Among the group was a lady, one of those
the knowledge and the ignorance—the flashes of glorious strange, mystic natures, called clairvoyant; suddenly she seemed
genius and the hopeless and apparently causeless idiocy of the to stare into space with a strange set look about her eyes. “ I
inhabitants of a vast uni verse—are due to the chance contraction see a spirit,” she cried. “ It is standing on the stern of the boat;
or enlargement of that pulpy mass which we call “ brain.” It it is a man; he seems to be connected with the theatrical pro
must, itself, be merely a channel of communication, as are the fession. I should say he was an actor; he waves a handkerchief
nerves, to something greater. It may be the first and direct and beckons to that yacht,” pointing to a black vessel just visi
recipient of impressions, but it cannot be the final and principal ble on the distant horizon. She then gave a description of the
one; these impressions pass on to a higher essence which rules form, its dress, its peculiarities, and during a space of five
. the action of the brain itself. As a proof of this let us consider minutes she continued to speak and describe the motion of the
the action of the memory'. We know that from the moment we spirit form. Thus far the prologue—little did we tliink that the
are bom, our body,as all other material substances from the first denouement was so near. In the meantime the distant vessel
moments of their existence, begins to decay; for this reason we had drawn nearer and nearer until we could distinguish its
We approached
consume a certain amount of similar matter tomakeup for the loss name. It was the Thespis in the calm sea.
each other until we were near enough to carry on ordinary con
of tissue ; the brain, of course, decays with the restof ourmaterial versation. “This is the yacht Thespis.” came over the still
nature;therefore,impressions received by it(or rather upon it, not water. “ We are a party of actors.” “Have you lost any of
supposing a dual existence) must pass away aLso. If, then, the your party since sailing ?” we asked.
“Unfortunately, yes,”
impressions received on the brain go no further, we could not was the reply. “ Colonel------was drowned last U ednesday at
possibly have any memory of past impressions. That is to say, Hotel Pemberton ; this is his yacht. He fell between the wharf
and vessel and we could not save him.” The vessels drifted
vecould have no continuance of knowledge acquired, in any apart. Upon reaching Boston I took pains to verify the state
form, either of persons, places, or things. There could be no ments received from the yacht Thespis. Colonel----- , manager
such thing as the accumulation of learning by experience, for of the —— Theatre, had lost his life under the circumstances
experience is only the recollection of past impressions. There related above. Did he beckon his friends that summer day
must, therefore, be some impressible essence above the material from the stern of our boat ? I do not hesitate to say, " Yes.”
This is an actual fact as related, and members of the party
frame ; and, by whatever name we call it, whether soul, spirit,
are living witnesses to its truth.
R. A. Fit.lek.
will, or mind, it must still be about our body or within it, exist
ent and pre-eminent.
It has ever been held the highest wisdom for a man not
Some would say, however, that this may possibly be a proof merely to submit to necessity—necessity will make him submit
in favour of an immaterial something pervading the body, but ’ —but to know and believe well that the stern thing which
&t the same time does nut decide the chief point of difference necessity had ordered was the wisest, the best, the thing wanted
between the Spiritualist and Materialist—that is, the immortality there. To cease his frantic pretension of scanning this great
God’s-world in his small fraction of a brain ; to know that it
''f the spirit.
But it seems to me that the same proof | had verily, though deep beyond his soundings, a just law, that
b'/l'k g<xxl here. In the same way as I consider the brain the soul of it was good—that his part in it was to conform tv
incapable of receiving lasting impressions through the the law of the whole, and in devout silence follow that; not
nwlium of the nerves on account of its continual decay, ' questioning it, obeying it as unquestionable.—Carlyle.
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(Continued from p. 200.)
XI.
A few years ago I had special opportunities given
we for testing two well-known “mediums,” with results
that went far to deepen my conviction that the off
hand explanation of "trickery” did not at all cover
the facts. In a large, sparely ■ furnished drawing
room, alone with the “ medium,” and in full daylight, he
sitting before me in full view, objects were lifted and music
was played by no visible agency, and, on my suddenly
challenging the force to lift me, this was done : my chairand
nnself were sharply lifted a slight distance from the ground.
Writing was produced upon a slate while on thetop of a large
table. Our four hands being placed on the slate, I dis
tinctly heard the scratching of the pencil writing line after
line beneath, and, presently, the slate, which had been
cleaned a few minutes before, was exposed to view, covered
with writing. To guard against trickery I purchased a slate
a few days after, made the tiniest possible lead pencil mark
in a minute corner of it, took it at once to the same room
without warning, unwrapped it at the table, dropped paper
and string by my chair, put the slate on the table with a
morsel of pencil underneath, and awaited results. After a
short experiment or two, the test experiment was tried,
and, in the end, my slate was covered with writing from
top to bottom. It had not left the table for a second, and
mv eves were never taken from it. The slate I still have,
and the minute lead pencil mark is still visible.
I, of course, know that trick slate-writing is practised,
and have read careful descriptions of how it is done, but I
have never seen or heard any explanation which seemed to
at all cover my experiences.
The second of the two “ mediums ” I mentioned had
very remarkable gifts; one in particular made a deep
impression upon me. Seated partly behind a thin curtain,
in full light, with his arms bound behind him, and the
lower part of his body visible, an arm would appear at
intervals and write. On one occasion I was invited to go
behind the curtain and liehind the “ medium ” to watch.
The light shining through, I could see perfectly well. I saw
the arms firmly bound, put my hands upon the upper part
of each arm, and looked down. Presently, I distinctly saw
something like a hand and arm shivering its way from the
“medium's ” side. It went before the curtain, as usual, but
was speedily withdrawn, and I saw it no more.
At two private interviews with this medium, I witnessed
sane pretty and, as I then thought, very helpful experi
ments. Slate writing came rather freely. Morsels of crayon
of various colours were put between two slates, and when in
petition for writing, and in full view, I was asked to say in
what order of colours the words should be written. I chose,
for instance, first word blue, the next two words red, the
third grey, and the rest yellow. This, or whatever it
*a= that I selected, was done. I was asked to think of some
friend who had passed away, and to write the name on a
piece of paper and roll it up. This I did, quite away from
the “medium ”—say, Miss Hendon. The reply was written
w signalled out, “ Margaret is here.” Now, I have a very
''Id shyness with regard to the familiarity of calling people
their Christian names, and have often been remonstrated
*tth about it. Miss Hendon, for instance, a very old
^di "isbed me to call her Margaret, but I never did.
41 I foolish in thinking that this gracious and clever
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message was tho very one that might have come from her 1
I had eventhen persisted in calling her Miss Hendon ; but,
with a touch of the old remonstrance, the answer came,
“ Margaret is here," the name she wanted me to use ’.
“ Coincidence 1” or “ trick 1” The “ medium ” hardly knew
me, and 1 am confident, not only that he did not see me
write Miss Hendon’s name, but that he could not have
known anything about her—a quiet lady, who bad lived
and died nearly two hundred miles away.
About this time, for purposes of experiment, a wellknown, but not paid, “ medium ” came to rny house for a
few weeks. Nearly all the experiments occurred in the
light. Those that occurred in the dark were at my
request, for special experiments of my own.
It may
suffice to give a brief account of one of these experi
ments. Without any warning, one evening, I went into
the dining-room and said to the “medium” ; “ I should
be much obliged to you if you would give me a sdance
in my study, and, ms I wish the experiment to be under
hard test conditions, I should like you to come now,
and alone.” The request was granted, with the single
remark ; “And I hope you will apply every test you can
think of.” We left the room and went across the ball to
my study. I shut and locked the door, and placed in the
centre of the room, and under a gas chandelier, a small
table with pencil and paper. We then sat down. I placed
my two feet on the two feet of the “ medium,” held the
“ medium’s ” hands for an instant in my right hand, put
out the light, and then held the “ medium’s” hands, one in
each of mine. Almost immediately the sounds came and
messages were signalled. Very soon I heard the pencil
moving, and in a few seconds it seemed to be rapped on the
floor. I laughed, and said ; “ You are soon at it, and are very
clever. But now, if you can take the pencil to the floor,
you might put it into my hand.” The message was at once
signalled : “ Put your left hand on your knee ”—that being
farthest from the “ medium.” I then held the “ medium’s ”
two hands with my right hand, and put my left hand on
my left knee. In a moment the pencil gaily tapped
my boot, and rapped its way up to my knee, I dis
tinctly feeling it. Presently it reached my hand, and
began to play with it, pretending to give me the pencil
and then snatching it away.
At last it was gently
put into my hand, and I laid it on the table. Shortly
afterwards we realised the object of darkness. A rather
oval object appeared, strongly luminous in itself, but, I
think, emitting no particular light. It was alx>ut the size
of an average ostrich egg. It moved about rapidly, and all
about the room, so that I had to turn my head to see it.
Presently it came to the table and struck it several times.
The sound was sharp and strong. Then, rapidly moving
all the time, it struck my shoulder and brushed about my
face. Several times the “ medium ” quietly remarked ;
“Feel my feet with yours, and remember you are holding
my hands.”
Many other things of a most impressive kind occurred.
At last it was signalled ; “ Go to the door.” The “medium,”
still being held, we went, and both stood there quietly.
The table immediately began to beat against the floor for
several seconds, and ended by something like a smash, and
then silence. I lit the gas. The table was there, with its
top on the floor and its legs in the air. The paper which I
had placed upon the table I picked up, and found that it
was freely written upon, with signatures at the foot. We
returned to the dining-room, and were questioned as to the
extraordinary noises that had been heard all over the house.
My explanation was a very simple one. We had been
passive and observant: someone who was unseen had been
extremely kind ’.
These experiences occurred during my residence in
Glasgow, and it was there that I heard much of a
“ medium ” who, it was said, painted as well in darkness
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*• in tin- light, and, in lhosepiwnc'-, amall paintings were
produiwi e«® without the intervention of hi* hands al
all
A friend of mine, a *hre*’d, level Jm.ideri Scotchman,
told me that in hi* <,wn house he had tested thi*, scores of
tinieu. I lived • very anxinu* nnd )»u»y life, and only
to* ted it once—also in mv fni-nd* houw-, Many very
n-markaftle thing* occurred, but the picture-jointing in
cident »*■> certainly very curious. From n blank buMneaa
card, taken fn.ni the pocket of a genthman jireseiit, we tore
a small jxrtiot: from one of the corner*. Thi- card was laid
uj»<u the table with jiainte and brushes, we joined hand*,
•nil the light* were put ,,ut. J„ a f,.w minutes, a signal was
given ami, on lighting ujo wo found a little oil painting on
the card
\\ ith one huger I tried the colour and found it
quite soft ami fmh. The ju«*e of <-anl in my jxxrket
exactly nttoi the vacant xjxms-. even to a letter, part of
which wav uti the card and part on the fragment. My
fri*nd assured me tliat he had, on other «x.-casions, taken
from Ida pocket •jxx.-imena of pajx-r which were under
eun*i>ioration in connection with his Irtisinesv, arid that
these were tMed for drawings, <kc., in the dark.

(To L cxmtinmd.)
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thing alxmt businewi, or domestic wncCTn, but i,eV,.r
*T3 did they apjmxmh the maturfrom t)1<; sUndjxm',,.',4
which desired only V, obtain knowledge that
service te the human race. What was really wa,,^ '*'4
vm.-ntiat
teat and experiment, until w.,
arrive
*
coneluaion concerning this wonderful fa/ idty latent
Nature had b<xm writing in hieroglyphic',jV,.r ►.)„<.{" ’>
began, but her children had not yet U-,.,, aW,. p/
They wanted the key. P-.ychomc-'ry was the key wjq '***•
we could turn the niated J«x.k of ’n,,,,. an,j rriJ]
t*(’' •kxu,
d<x,r ujx/n its hinges, disclosing u, man's wondering
?
vast treaaur'xa which h.-ul been sterad for him by th'- ger
which have passed away. We had nJ! heard of thought-u^’4’’*
cnee Ix.-tween mind and mind.but there wah n far gr<Mi.t
irtmnferumm, mom subtle, and quite unhuv.jxx.t.^,
age and age, between generation and generation. A>. the
of the almost forgotten jxist “ thought " so do we “act"
and as we“ thought” so would “act" the generation which
te be. This thought-condition which came to us for
, >W
was like a ray of light travelling through spue f^,,, 41
brilliant alar, which by the time its radiance impinged
this planet hail Jong burmxl iuejf out Ix.r}ut.rt f,/r
thousands of years -but ths vibrations caused by iu ,,riM. "}
while in life travellol on and on through the universe. Xto
of us read a )xjem and spoke of if, pr,.tty rhythm and d*,..'
conception, but others did more than rea/1 they listened k'm
listened for the heart-beat of the poet throbbing through it i'''.
were one with him in symjrathy, and understood xomsthiiw
the purjiose which inxpircl his wmg.
<p, must we si.,
turning back, by the aid of psychometry, the leaves of history,
do something more than rc-azl ; we must listen f,jt tu
great heart-beat of humanity which tiirobfxrd through eve-.j,age, becoming one with them in thought, under«Urrir'j
tomething of the great thought-sphere of action they iwl bj2t
for us. That there are mighty possibilities in jxsychometry, iiw
was assured. With it we could rifle nature’s casket of her sx
irnjxirtant secrete, trace the growth of the world, the evolatrit
of intellect and also of religion. If properly investigated asri
tested it would liecome the brightest gem the crown of sciew*
yet had won.
At the cJ'ise of her ad'lress Mias Ilowan-A’incent gave vjza
exjierimente in psychometry from objects handed uj, to her hf
the audience. Home of these were apjiarently failures ; </'-*
were j^irtially successful ; and others tompletcly so.
The j;r<x:eedings closed with a cordial vote of thanks W
Miss Itewan-Vincent.

At a meeting of the London Spiritualist Alliance, held on the
Tuesday evening of U-t week, Miss Rowan-Vincent gave an
address on “ Psycbometry." In investigating Spiritualism we
had. the remarked. many difficulties to contend with, and many
objectivmi were raised even by friend* who liad explored a little
of it* marrel*. one of the objections being that the commtmieation* were trivial and unsatisfactory, that in its teachings there
1* no new philosophy, and granting that the phenomena were
true, what, they exclaimed, is the use of it ? Unless we liad
learned something more than we could obtain by other more
us'ial means, something of use in this our present state of
exi»temx. we too were sis'/ obliged to a»k ourselves the same
qusNtma, namely, what is the use of it ? Putting aside the
int objection, which the did n<A intend to touch ujxm, which
w*a, in fact, the least difficult to explain away, and taking the
she believed that the philosophy to be built up out
of the investigation of Spiritualism was of immense impor
tance, art it is not only demonstrated trial man continues his
exlztense in another state of being, but it proved the spiritu
MRS. BESANT.
ality of man in thia, his present state of life, and also the
spirituality of every object up-m this plane of our existence,
Mrs. BesanVs “ Autobiography:: goes on in the “ Weekly
both animate and inanimate, pointing to the truth of that
which we called matter lieing simply our cx/x.-rienec of spirit. Sun ” with increasing interest; the following extract froo
We found ourvelve;, po«seM«d of spiritual faculties, side by side it, which is headed “ The Keynote of the Life,” is instruc
vkh the physical, which seemed to run along the same line. tive :—
Might a» we liad it was extremely imperfect. It was true that
Looking back to-day over my life, 7 see that its keynotewe saw, but only tli&t which it was necessary we should see. through all the blunders, and the blind mistakes. and clumsy
Aruend ua was a sari tosmnng world of the lower forint of life follies—lias been this longing for sacrifice to something felt
whicu we were 'jinte unable to eee with our own natural vision. I1 greater than the self. It has been no strong and to jierdttelit
Hut ny tbe spiritual sight, called clairvoyance, imperfect and that I recognise it now as a tendency brought over from »
undeveloped a» it was, we were st times able to see, at great previous life and dominating the present one ; and this is show
<ii«tauces, th.u^fs which were rwrrririg even humirerln of miles by the fact that to follow it in not the act of a deliberate ws
■way. U'e Jew! the phyaiesJ faculty of hearing, but were quite I conscious will, forcing self into submission and giving up with
unable t/j hear ti*e gnsater jxsrt of the sound which was in the pain something the heart desires, but the following it is a joyutu
world, «niy hearing that which <xir ear* were attuned to hear. springing forward along the easiest path, the “ sacrifice” teia.’
71 ;t by the npintua! wtnae <A hearing we wild hear sounds unheard the supremely attractive thing, not to make which would bete
by any peraou* present, in whom the spiritual faciltiea ha/1 not deny the deejxist longings of the Sou), and to feel oneoelt
fert-udrrxkjxxl Alluxl to Ixrth these, dairvoyaneuand clanaudi- jx/lluted ami dishonoured. And it is here lliat the misjudg
ment comes in of many generous hearts who have spoken some
■nnv, <• get the tpiritual
of touch,called jwychometry. Hen- times lately so strongly in my prune. For the efforts to serve hare
tMt •poke of
a vmI camera, luontinnally taking imnot been j/ainful acts of self-denial, but the yielding to an orer
I prawriMM ‘A all that, oevurmd. 'These impreusions might mastering desire. We do not praise the mother who, impelled
I MS*m Uftoii an obpxt for nn immense period of time, until, by her protecting Jove, feeds her crying infant and stills its
plac'd in the >i*r*-l- of • p>yihomer.ri^t, the imii.-».-»*ion Ix^c-mies, wailings at her breast; rather should we blame her if me
turned aside from its weejdng to play with some toy. And so
r dewei'sjMxl Mid umiene'xxl. When we received a letter from
with all those whose ear* are opened to the wailings of the great
pinon sigm’ng U.mM-lf in frmndly terms, and written with orjdian Humanity ; they arc leas Pi be praised for helping thaa
' every
e»sftenc« <4 sincerity, we were incline>l te they would be to lx: blamed if they stood aside. I now ktw*
! heho-i'D iii him : but while Ite
writing he also wrote, in invisi that it is those wailings that have ntirred my heart through
ble mz, irtitwex-n th« line*, hi» real emulirion of mind t/>wards life, and that J brought with me the care open to hear then
im, wbi'm only a jxuychom'jfri»t tz/uld reuzl.
It waa unfortuiiatx,- ‘from previous Jives of service jiaid to men. ft was those lire,
that drew for the child the alluring pictures of martyrdom,
tils' we did mic timet witlt Uiveetiji/dora from a scientiCc stand- breathed into the girl the passion of devotion, sent the woman
. jxzint. fX all
who had been to .<».•? with a wish te know I oul
p, fj-^.
—•“ce scoff arid odium, and drove her finally into thy
Meno'-brng of ft-ychoumuy, mA “M could L; called a trim itivcn-I- Theosopliy that rationalises nac-rifice, while ojx.-ning up j/zaiof service
beside which all other hojits grow pale.
vti limy wen geuvraily MluMed by a dewiru to know smne-- I bilitica
------.
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EFFICACY OF PRAYER.

The “ Literary Digest ” of Now York, to which we
have been often indebted for mutter not otherwise easily
'attainable, gives the following condensed article on the
| Eilicaev of Prayer,” by Dr. Rudolf Focke in the. “ 1’reusjischer Jahrbiicher” for March:—
Many years ago the Professor of Philosophy in Christiania
| (Sorway), Marcus Jacob Monrad, being in Paris, called on
1 Renan, and as was natural with two such men, tho conversation
turned <>n various religious and philosophical subjects, and,
iiullv, on the efficacy of prayor. Renan maintained that prayer
(i«l<l have only a purely subjective psychological influence ; ho
jjinitted that it was well calculated to console and support, but
.vntutided that it could not possibly produce any objective rejalts. Monrad sought to combat these views, but his mastery
J French was inadequate to the discussion, so ho let tho matter
kv|’. It was, however, a subject which had already engaged
hi<attention, and in 1885 ho published a work in Norwegian,
"Religion, Religioner og Christendom," in which ho set forth
i his views in exfeiisu, and he now seeks to formulate his reply to
Ream's objections in German.
For the benefit, however, of such as in their wisdom are
disposed to smile at the idea of the efficacy of prayer, it may
be as well to note at the outset that Monrad also absolutely
repudiates the dogmatic teaching that the order of the universe
is interrupted to confer objective benefits on the petitioner ;
his treatment, therefore, is not dogmatic or dependent on
Scriptural texts, but philosophical, supported by logic.
He begins with the oft-reiterated question : How is the
hearing of prayer reconcilable with the universal reign of law ?
To this he replies that the individual man who abstracts
himself from the world-system, of which he is a part, and
prays for satisfaction of his sensible or egoistic cravings, prays
in vain. Such a petition has nothing in common with the
pore, pious prayer ; it is nothing more than the passing wish
« in individual to disturb the world-harmony for his personal
gnrineation. In true prayer the petitioner grows ever more
conscious of his dependence on the Absolute, rises to the realinfion that this dependence is his salvation, and in the felt
presence of the Absolute withholds the selfish petition for his
own egoistic cravings and exclaims: “Not my will but Thine
be done”’ The more fully the petitioner is dominated by the
idea of surrendering himself to the Divine Will, the greater is
the guarantee that his prayer will be heard. Man must not
seek God's aid for the attainment of an earthly object, but on
the contrary must seek to place himself in the service of the
Divine Will. They who pray in this wise will, although in
soother form, attain that real end of their prayers: the yearning
and unrest of their hearts will be stilled and the “sweet peace ”
for which Goethe prayed will gradually take up its abode in
their breasts. True prayer says always in spirit: ‘1 Give us that
which will benefit us ; not that which we think will benefit us.”
Italy be objected : That is all very well, but since God’s will
s always done, prayer is superfluous and unnecessary; for it
kisRenm said, a purely subjective act which cannot possibly
iofuence the order of evolution of the objective world.
"This plea,” replies Monrad, “is nothing more than a
repetition of the eternal tautology of scepticism, which regards
abjective and objective as distinct entities, existing indepen
I
dently of each other.” In our empirical world subjectivity and
usolute objectivity are barren abstractions. Both are alike as
actualities, conditioned and limited. True prayer raises the
petitioner to unity with the divine order, and renders him
Ohoperative with the objective world.
Of course it is not meant by this that the co-operation of the
vibject will result in changing the orderly course of natural
lw. Miracles are not now under discussion. But natural con
ditions as such, that is, apart from their relation to the subject,
tmtribute nothing to the happiness or unhappiness of humanity.
When we pray for anything we pray practically for the benefit
w satisfaction which we believe the thing prayed for would in
sane us. If, then, the pious prayer that “God’s will be done ’’
"perates to work such an inward change that the deprivation is
lighter, the dread and pain of the evil stilled, and we actually
begin to experience a sense of joy and consciousness that the
I
trouble will, in some way, conduce to our benefit, may we not
justly say that the prayer is heard, and the essence of what the
petitioner prayed for, conceded ?
The objective world also is indirectly influenced by the
prayer—that is through tho change wrought in the subject who
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is himself an atom in tho objective world-order. Tho world, as
wu sou it, is the product of numerous interacting factors. It is,
according to Goethe's well-known poem--“The Weaver’s
Masterpiece," “where one stop (on tho treadle) stirs a thousand
threads—Thu ceaseless shuttle flies to and fro—The threads
retreat again to meet—One stroke a thousand unions forms.” If,
then, under the influence of a pious prayer, human action is in
fluenced in a certain direction, and if, further, as is equally in
disputable, many of the occurrences and conditions of the
outer world, especially such as afloat man, may be essentially
modified by human action ; then every human subject is a
co-operative factor, and every change in a man’s inner nature
involves a change in tho whole order of tlm universe, and in the
realm of spirit, of which tlm objective world is but an outer
manifestation as it presents itself to our senses.
True, pious prayer results from precisely that mental attitude
best calculated to bring our will into harmony with the higher
Universal Will.

RECORDS OF PRIVATE SEANCESFROM NOTES TAKEN AT THE TIME OF EACH SITTING.

No. XLV.
From the Records of Mrs. S.

January 25th, 1875.—The gems that had been brought to
the circle at a previous stance we had had set in rings and a
pin. This evening we met alone and placed them all on a hand
kerchief in the centre of the table round which we were seated.
We saw much spirit-light in the room, and liquid scent was
thrown over the circle, table, and handkerchief on which the
gems were placed. A cordon of light gathered round the circle.
G. came and sounded his musical notes over the rings, etc.; then
Sade with his seven-stringed instrument, also the three-stringed
one, and lastly the “ fairy bells,” played over the table. All
the time this was going on Mr. S. M. was in deep trance. It
appeared as if the spirits were throwing a musical influence over
these gems, as they had thrown a prophetic one over the ring
belonging to the medium. Chom then controlled and answered
questions. ’ Afterwards Franklin spoke through Mr. S. M. He
said, “All had been accomplished, and that the influence thrown
around the rings was very good, and we were always to wear
them.”
January 31st.—This evening we met again. Mr. P.
We had the usual manifestations of
joined our circle,
scent and music.
Theophilus controlled and spoke as
follows :
“ We will invoke the blessing of God, the
All-good, All-wise, and All-merciful, and we will commit
ourselves, and you to the protection of His angels, in the con
stant faith that He will keep both us and you always ; and we
will implore the protection of all those spirits of mercy, who
are sent to minister to men, and on whom we must rely for help
in every time of trouble. Eternal Father, shed light on those
who need it; pour grace on those wiio can receive it ; and enable
all who will to hear what we have to declare to them. May
tho blessing of God rest upon you. We speak with difficulty,
but we wish to tell you of the outpouring of divine grace, of
which you are now witnessing a new expression. We have
been unused for long to speak amongst men, and if we make
use of strange words and expressions, it is because we are not
accustomed to those of the present age. We desire to be known
to you only by the name of Theophilus ; this name has been
given to you before.
We wish to-night to speak to you
from our own standpoint of
knowledge
respecting
the expression of the Divine Will amongst men,
and the progressive revelation of God from age to age.
The Supreme has manifested Himself in divers forms, and
through divers agencies, and those who have been the recipients
of these manifestations have usually erred in thinking that the
agency and the revelation had been vouchsafed to them alone
Each age has had its divine message, and each has erred in
thinking its own message final. Be assured that none of these
ideas are true. God has spoken, but not finally ; to certain
people, but not to all. You know that revelation began with
Melchizedek and has been continued even until now. You know
also that the Christian Church is not the only recipient of
divine favour, and that another branch received a portion, and
carried it into other lands. To each was given but a fragment
of the whole truth of God. I come now to the days in which I
myself was concerned in the revelation of that truth,which you
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR,
liavo in so dvgi'immtii a form. ’I Inm Judaism was fiidiiitf away,
y
Will -vi I'III oilmini V In now, fur Iho model'll t-bristian Inm
I 7'/ie E'Htur ii not Teifontihle for opinions trprissed hu cormpoiol,
/
■li'llli d hit fnilh, Imi biut.ilin-d Inn Ih.4, and Inm fallen away
and tom/liniis publishes what he does not asjree with for Iht r,^'' £
oj presentinij views that may elieit discussion.]
tioiu llm Minplicily of I'IihmI
N'< I'" tlm two ages an:
liarallol
III III" li-ai-li I'lmn.-h you find tlm Pliuriami and
£
Spiritualism in America.
the Nadiliavo, llm Hcrilm and llm llorndiim. Tlm first was
S
ih
,
-The
recent
death
of
one
of
the
Fox
sisters
has
bnmgl,,
rf
i-uinbmml "ilk nlual and onion up with pride. Tlm
mv,.ml ib-.bi'liio«'d all, but tin.nigh prudential umtivoa eon- to mind very vividly the early days of .Spiritualism. T),. U1
cwlmt Ills dmibi-i. Tlm third was tiixtmilly troubled, mid “ Rochester rappings,” forty-five years ago, startled the w<,r|r| i :
Miami hia life ill olimiiiatiiig from dry toxin wliut Im I'oneuivud and Hindu it wake from its materialistic dream. Religion wi> I
to la* truth. Then camo llm (’In isl, Imru ill n maligur, cradled non ent; tlm Church had no power to arrest the then inflowin, |,(t
ill a stable, brought In III" ill a um**t ditspinnd province ; tlm sun tide of Atheism ; it hud sold ilself to Satan, and human hop #
of a laipenh'V, lb* wan bill little aid" to ciipo with tlm refined wns nearly extinguished. In America, slavery, with its twin,
Phoiaiai. Vol you an* I'lilial inns I ami Ilia fail h Ims spread sister, sensuality, was the exciting topic of the hour. All but»
nwt aliiiusl lh<< wlmlool llm < tvdini'd world .' Similarly we see few Abolitionists hail conspired to make the reign of brute fore*
miioiigsl you, lour learned limn playing llm part of tlm Sml- perpetual. The “raps," through the Fox girls, arrested atten
ducotw, and yolir I'hiuelinmii that of (Im PhnriHoivi, while many tion ; soon the interest grew, and in five years thousands rtof tour Mchofiiiw arc lab Hiring mor ibiciiumnts which will bo of juiced that they had proofs positive of the existence of another |
lllllo Value in llm filial iwum. Ritual, and curolimliial, and world than this ; of tho continuity of personal existence laeyond
crw.li have so filled llm thoughts of your Churchnmn that tlmy tho grave ; of the possibility that loved ones could return awl | 1
luenijjji
|
have set a-mlc tlm idea of spirit that underlies tlmin. You limy exchange congratulations as in the flesh. Such eminent men
E|«i i;,r»
I u#
lor Tallmadge, Epes
bolmvu olm who Is able to lake a wide view of thu question. its Professor Hare, .Judge Edmonds, Governor
Tlm tinil iii.uk of a fading fait h is that lack of spirituality which Sargent, Revs. J. Li. Ferguson of Nashville, Tenn.; Pierpoint,, ph
Tiffiiny l,Mt
I
leads ini'll I" give up lb......
world, and io busy tlmmsiilvcs of Boston; Fishbough, of New York; Dale Gwen, Tiffany.
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with tin- useless husks that surround it. When num are cum- Stobbuns, Tuttle, and others of equal celebrity, placed the seal |
tk|s<tvul /»•»
•>■«>tntF««oL'»Imnc w
of lll/ut*
their lift
approval
on Flm
thu trxxtuttr
verity r»F
of llinon
these “manifestations."
la-red with dogmas and creeds of human invention, and leave /if
Nearly
every
household
had
a
“
medium,
”
and
the interest was |
mil of view llm spiritual truths that iimlorlio them, it is clear
then faith is on tlm wane. In .such an epoch your lots are unabated for years. “ Instruments " were developed for speak- jy
oast. God now s|maks plainer than lie Ims over spoken, ing and writing, and a literature grew from this humble beginf*>r men have hitherto failed to understand His revelations. He ning which was unique, and even to-day is interesting.
We note the poems of T. L. Harris ; “ Nature’s Divine I p.
Ium s|s>keii what is fitting, and as man has grown and developed
Revelations,
” &c., through Andrew Jackson Davis ; the wort,
lie hassp. ikon nmre plainly. Tlm physical gave way to tho
intellcctUiil, mid as abstractions cannot bo real objects of Wor of Hudson Tuttle, and the many communications published by
ship, mm having done away with tlm old idealisations of God Judge Edmonds, not to mention that grand literature finding,
found himself unable to worship an idea. Hence came an ago place in the old “Spiritual Telegraph,” edited by those peer-' Si
of seeoticisiu. That which is placed before men at the present loss writers, Rev. William Fishbough and S. B. Brittan. For I
time is the acceptance or rejection of a spiritual revelation. a docade from 1848 there was a sense of solemnity resting U[x?n ,|
Some will accept, others reject it, fores tho Great Master said ; many faces, a confronting of a fact that neither priest nor the
‘Some shall go into the light of truth, and some into outer Church could put down. The door of the beyond stood ajar, re- I
darkness.’ We have felt desirous to point out tho parallel in voiding what has been sinco more than confirmed—that the
the dealings of God with mm nice andanotlmr, and our remarks other world is much liko this. There, what we call wickedness,. f
will also apply to llm times in which Brahma and Buddha taught misery, sin, and all uucleanness find expression, as well as the1-.
mankind. Their teaching must, now yield to the present true, tho beautiful, and the good. It was found that the other
spiritual outpouring. The past teaches its this important lesson side of life was really tho cause-world from which issued the
that divine truth ever has, what man calls, a lowly origin. effects in this—that both worlds have this relation one to
It has been so in all ages, and will bo so now. Self tho other. For twenty yoars tho searching light of science
dominates less, vanity and pride holding less sway. Again made discovery after discovery until tho fact of Spiritualism
it teaches another lesson. As all truth has come from stood out acknowledged as ono of the new factors in the proa low origin, so it has hitherto centred itself in a bleins of this age. In thu meantime another element was active. , ,
single representative ; but hereafter it shall not bo so, it will Commercial Spiritualism plied its unholy trade, debauching the
not run in ono groove, and so become cramped and confined, consciences of men and women, and profaning the most sacred
but it will l;e given through many mediums purged of all that is of all relations. It scorned fora time that fakirism and fraud I
individual, permetting tho world and animating recipient souls. would hold tho field against tho truth, and that Spiritualism
The times of exclusiveness aro over, the times of open vision would find an eclipse in tho more than Oriental magic of the
have arrived, when democracy rather thmaristocracy shall be the Hindus and the orgies of Egypt, Greece, and Rome. Hut
leading principle. All lias been prep;irud for the spiritual out- there always comes a crisis and change in these mental movep'luring, ami the duty of man at the present epoch is most im- ments of tho race. Evolution and dissolution go together,
IK'rtant, how ho will receive tho most complete revolution that Tho transition from ono to tho other is the danger point.
AVIion the first cyclo of Spiritualism had evolved and couw
y»ur world has yet seen, tlm breaking down of the barriers be
to
its
dissolution, the “Banner of Light” and the “Religictween eirth and Heaven, tlm realisation of the old visions of
angels passing between tlm two spheres and mingling amongst Philosophical Journal’’—the first published in Boston and the ’Ijeh
men, the conflicting of vain philosophies, and the placing before latter in Chicago—camo to the front to clear away the rubbish to
that the light might shine and a rational faith,based on scientific L. 4
twill, ci on whiloembodied, such viewsof trill lias have never before
been giwn to him. Your religion has lost much of its truth. fact, might come to enlighten men and women. The “ReligioM hen Peter said ‘Silver and gold have 1 none ’ 1m pointed to Philosophical Journal,” of which Colonel John C. Bundy w.is)
a higher truth which has been lost sight of, for your greatest tho Editor, did noble work in tho now advance. Under his i j.
Church lias been at (eliiis to acquire a monetary |Kisitioli, w hich guidance and indomitable courage and indexible purpose tho.
•he Apostle so eagerly disclaimed. Spiritual inlluences have cause of true Spiritualism in America triumphed. Ho was un- I
gone from it, and n material intluencv has been acquired.
We relenting in his exposure of the false inSpiritualism, and although .- 1
Rile now spoken that which wc have been chargisl to speak, ho made his mistakes and possibly did some injustice, he never I -J
awl we defer to allot her occasion much that wo might add, for failed to correct both, and to repair the injury done when he Uy
Wo hop,* to renew our intercourse hereafter. May tho Angol was convinced that ho was in error. Liko Stainton Moses, he C/
blev-ings Im with you. May tlm glories of the coming reign “hewed to the lino, let tho chips fall where they limy." Both
to &
show themselves to you, and may the blessing of tho Supremo aro gone ; but the world is wiser and better for their works.
I confess that, like many others, the death of both of the*’ 1^'*
re»t upon and remain with you always.”
noble men was a surprise and a great shock to mo. This was '
especially the ease with Colonel Bundy. I was away on th'1 I IL
Transition. Mr. Henry Thomas Humphreys, sub-editor
on the “ Morning Post "- one of the early workers in the ocean when his death occurred, fund knew nothing of it M K
Sj
cause of Spiritualism- passed away on April 24th, at the ago weeks afterwards. At the time of tho departure of both
C
of sixty-nine. The body was interred, on .April 28th,in the these two eminent men it seemed to mo all was gone, ls>th
Friends’ Burial Ground, nt Islcwotth.
America and in England. But the Power that rules in d1 S
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filings le.vls the way when all seems darkest. In America we
lore Colonel Bundy’s place filled by one who is well equippod,
not for Colonel Bundy’s work—for that is finished—but for that
higher elevation of a true spiritual life which Spiritualism, at
least in America, has been the great instrument in developing :
| mean B. F. Underwood. At Colonol Bundy's death Mrs.
Bundy wisely chose him as Colonel Bundy’s successor as the
Editor of tho “ Religio-Philosophical Journal.”
Since the advent of Mrs. Bosant in this country Theosophy
‘Vi. hmi revived and is now making great efforts to propagate the
s
■ U‘‘ "Wisdom Religion. ” A few week’s since Dr. Buck, of Cin
cinnati, one of the ablest writers on Theosophy to bo found in
America, wrote a long communication for tho “ lleligio-Philos'pliical .Journal," giving his views on Theosophy.
He was
especially felicitous in his praise of Mrs. Besant, her work and
7%
her teaching. In a column reply Mr. Underwood made sad
havoc of Dr. Buck’s position, exploding in terse but dignified
hnguage his claims—especially his claims for the Mahatmas.
Pieosopliy received a blow from which it still staggers.
If I read the “signs of the times” correctly, the cause of
Spiritualism is entering upon a new phase of its evolution. We
Xi- have facts enough to formulate a science, and upon this science
j philosophy, and upon this philosophy a religion. It is well,
it
therefore, that we have men who can handle the new problems
!s=, as well as to explain and modify the old. At least the appear
xt
ance is that in America we have entered upon this new act in the
drama. Spiritualism in America is in a hopeful state, and not
only fulfils all the promises of its earlier evolution, but it will be
the harbinger of that new era now dawning upon the world—
where freedom, righteousness, and peace will reign.
Parkersbury,
M. C. C. Church.
West Virginia, U.S.A.
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Mars and Mercury.
Sir,—I have read with great interest Mr. Sinnott’s letter
and the confirmation he states he has received from the Master
for the view that Mars and Mercury are in our planetary
chain.
A question, of great interest to my mind, arises respecting
the psychometric observations of Mars and Mercury to be found
in that singular and carefully worded book, “The Soul of
Things,’’ by W. Denton. Three different psychometrists observed
many things in Mars, and described four races of human beings.
One of the moons of Mars was pointed out long before it was
discovered by the astronomers.
The question, then, I should like to ask Mr. Sinnett is this:
Has the Master expressed any opinion on the value of thestatements about Mars and Mercury in Mr. Denton’s soberly written
book, a book which was very highly spoken of by Madame
Blavatsky I
G------, F.T.S.
—

Analogy—The Butterfly and the Soul.
is
Sir,—Mr. Harpur asks : “Is the soul more distinct from the
fj body than flies are from worms ? ” I answer decidedly, yes.
The fly and the worm both belong to one and the same order of
i» life—the physical; whereas, ex hypothesi, the soul is independent
• of the physical order to which the body belongs, and survives its
imperfect physical manifestation. He adds: “And yet flies origin2 ate in worms and survive them.” As a matter of fact they’ do not
“originate” in worms, but in parental flies which deposit eggs.
The law of like generating like is herein of strict application,
g The grub stage is only a stage in development. What Mr.
j: Hsrpur calls “survival ” in this case is not survival, but meta■ Mrphosis. There is no dead organised worm body, but only a
f skin, left when the development, is complete.
There is no principle in which I believe more thoroughly, or
j hire more studied,more frequently’ insisted upon,or endeavoured
. more faithfully to apply, in speculating on things transcendental
J‘ >nd spiritual, than that of analogy with the physical order of
experience, which, says Mr. Harpur, “ C.C.M. doesn’t see.”*
Indeed, I recognise in it our chief clue to truth. Now, physical
i tut.imorphosis has a profound and beautiful analogical use.
| But for the case of the butterfly’ to be of any use in this way to
■ Mr. Harpur, the physical body should be metamorphosised into
the soul.
__ ________
________________C.C.M.
• The principle of analogy directs us to an identical law in different
«dm of existence or experience, not to a blundering confusion of
ditfifat orders. I must add that I wish Mr. Harpur would try to make
hinniiieproHentations of what I sav a little less gross, even if I must
not expect him to read language in its natural sense. 1 did not, as he
Ufimi-, ?ay that tlm “whole conception” of analogy is ‘‘illogical,’’
nolw routined to things rjuMleni yeneris, nor anything remotely re•Wiling that pnqxwition.
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Spiritualism in Ritual.
Sir.—May I RUggest that all the requisites for a stance of
tho highest. Spiritualism are to be found at a High Celebration ?
Tho consecrated room, incenso, lights, flowers, the true spirit of
worship, the truo belief in the communion of saints, arc all to bo
found at the altars of our National Church wherever the real
worship of that Church is followed up.
Lot Spiritualists who aro seeking their homo in tho heavenly
places find a church that suits their individual idiosyncrasy ;
lot them take the trouble to understand the service,
to follow it out, as it loads on gradually to the
climax at tho consecration prayer ; and if they do not
find at tho altar all they’ need and more than they ever
imagined possible, I can only say there must bo something wrong
with themselves. There are three distinct stages in the service
of the altar. The prayer “that we and all thy inhole church
(here and on the other side) may receive remission of our sins.”
The invocation of all the heavenly’ host—“ Therefore, with
angels and archangelsand all the company of Heaven, we laud
and magnify Thy’ glorious name, evermore praising Thee
and saying, Holy, Holy, Holy,” &c. The Prayer of Consecration,
which, according to the belief of the Catholic Church in all ages
and countries, brings the Divine Presence down in blessing.
The Catholic Church has always known and practised the
Higher Spiritualism from the earlier ages till now.
______________________
Y. Z.
A Peculiar Experience.
Sir,—Mr. Pelekhine’s story
*
of the dead husband calling the
living wife back to his side, in performance of the promise she
had made him to stay by him until he was interred, recalls a
very peculiar incident that occurred to me when my father’s
sister, my adopted mother, passed on to the higher life. She
had adopted me when a little child at his death, and we had
lived together for twenty-three years in as perfect harmony’ as
is compatible with human life. She was a brave old lady and
did not hesitate to speak of her death, and, as she had a great
dread of being buried alive, often, sitting in the firelight, she
would impress upon me the necessity of having a vein opened
in her arm after death to make sure that she was dead and not
in a trance, as in the case of a cousin of hers who was nearly
buried alive. But as “Grandmamma ” lived to the ripe age of
eighty-three everyone agreed that in her case there could be no
necessity to have a vein opened, but I had such a peculiar ex
perience that after all I resolved to have a medical opinion about
it.
Time after time as I stood by’ her coffin and took her hand
in mine I was startled by feeling, and seeing, her fingers curl
softly round my’ hand in her own old caressing way when alive.
If anyone else touched the hand it remained motionless, but
with me the result was always the same.
So I resolved I would go and consult our medical adviser,
thinking perhaps that it was to remind me of my unfulfilled
promise about him. He readily agreed to accompany me home,
and if he considered it necessary’ he would open the vein.
Standing by’ the cotfill he looked at her and exclaimed,“ Oh,
no, no, it is not necessary’ at all. She is really dead.” ‘ ‘ Will you
kindly place your hand on hers ? ” I asked, and on his agreeing
I laid his hand on hers, and her hand remained motionless as
before. I then took his place and laid my hand on hers, and
her fingers immediately curled round my hand. “ Well,” the
doctor exclaimed, “it is inexplicable ; I can’t understand it,
for she is as dead as ever anyone was in this world ” ; and he
drew up the sleeves and showed me that decomposition had set
in, for the soft white arms were discolouring. Have any’ of
the readers of “ Light ” had a similar experience ?
I may just add that in t he first experience I had of clairvoyance
the medium (who was a strange lady’ visiting my house through
the invitation of a spiritualistic visitor staying with me) was in
the dining-room, and as she passed under intiuenceat my friend's
desire, she said to me in a strangely altered tone, “ G ivo me your
hand,"and then she sat straight up in the chair in the peculiar
upright fashion of a gentlewoman of the old school, while her
fair young face elongated, and took on the features and expres
sion of my dead darling. I gave her my hand, but instead of
holding it palm to palm as people do when shaking or holding
hands, her lingers curled softly round it in “ Grandmamma’s ”
peculiar caressing way,and she exclaimed in “ Grandmamma's”
own voice, “ You darling, I do love you.”
When the medium took my’ hand I had wished mentally to
*Syo “Dutch Papers,”
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SOCIETY WORK.

16, MeLROSE-TRURAI E, SeHPHERD’s BtSH-ROAD.— A .Spirit ’
1' m'.'rm return he peraitta in interrupting everyone who seeks
meeting is held on Thursdays, at 3 p.m. prompt, Mr. J lS
10 * i him right.and twists their wonla into a confirmation of his Dale
presiding, in connection with the “ Busy Bees."
*]
it i» inevitable that he must go away ns ignorThe Stratford Society of Spiritualists, Wonnm,
allt aa he reme.
H all, West Ham-lane, Stratford, E.—Meetings each Sun.-iJ.
In hi* jiroaent letter your correspondent fails to distinguish at. 7 p.m. Speaker for Sunday, Maj- 7th, Mr. J. A. Butcher J
K.tween <mr giving a reajat-tful attention to teachei-K of ap- J. Rainbow, Hon. Sec.
r-wiJ ra|»eity •’’’l au unconditional acceptance of their stateLondon Spiritualist Federation.—The annual meets,
i.tfuts I repeat. *’* believe nothing till its truth is demon- of the above society will be held at the rooms of the pj/.
gressive Association, Pentonville-road, on Sunday next, )hT
,crated.
7th, at 3.30 p.m. Council meeting at 3 p.m.—A. F. Tixim/i
Hut what ore we *’*
’bout this self-elected master mis- Hon. Sec.
muirrstan bug such a phrase aS “ A Theosophist knows no God
311, Camberwell New-boad, S.E.—Sunday, at 11.30 a.c.
hut the Deity within him I" Why, no one who had learned circle ; at 3 p.m., Lj’ceum ; at 7 p.m., W. G. Coote on “Psych,!
even the A B(’of occultism could have puzzled for a moment metry,” with experiments. Wednesdays, at 8.30, circle tor is
over the m«»nins "f it. That which is most constantly insisted quirers. On Sunday Mr. Long’s control formed a healingcirde
,.n m Tbeiwophy i» that “ All " are but manifestations of “One” for one of the members who is very unwell, and thepatiee
mid that a|>art frun the “One" nothing can exist. But on received great benefit.—J. Perry, Assist. Sec.
Spiritual Hall, 86, High-street, Marylebone.—A ren|
the .Aher hand "Ur north-life is a succession of states of eon^lousnc**, and we know only tliAt of which we are conscious; happy time was spent by members and friends on Sunday after,
noon on the occasion of their reunion. Miss Rowan Vincent
consequently the “One" exists, to each, only in his own con- was very good in her instructive lecture on “ Psychomeny.’I
vrimisneC'. Tint i«, Deity in Man ami the universal Be-ness Sunday next, at 11 a.m., meeting; at 7 p.m., lecture, Mr. C.'
arc
—^'-Dy identical, just as a ray of the sun is identical White. On the 14th and 21st, Mrs. Green, clairvoyance,
with the *um But man. being finite, cannot comprehend Arc. See bills.—C.I.H.
14, Orchard-road, Askew-road, Shepherd's Bush, W.-l
mfinitv. CoUMspiently each imagines that the limited percep
tion of Be-ne* which is present in his consciousness is the On Sunday last we had a large gathering to welcome our di
friend, Mr. W. Wallace, whose guides gave an eloquent dis
••Cautelw** Cause <*f alJ things. Any such limitation Theoso course upon the “Old and New Spiritualism,” explaining
phy ternw M*ya (illusion) if it professes to be more than man’s many ancient mysteries and answering numerous questions at
point <•( contact with universal, inscrutable Be-ness. No the close. Sunday next, at 7 p.m., stance, Mrs. Mason ; Tues
The<■"«qdust would pretend to explain essential existence, so day, at 8 p.m., Mrs. Mason. 58, Tavistock-crescent, Westbournepark,AV., on Saturday, at 8 p.m., seance, Mrs. Mason.—
the qi|otate>n from Emerson is beside the mark.
Hon. Sec.
I
Root. B. Holt, F.T.S.
23, Devonshire-road, Forest Hill, S.E.—On Thursday]
Mr. H. Towns gave some illustrations of clairvoyance. On I
The Evolution of Humanity.
Sunday Mr. W. G. Coote gave a very interesting address on
Snt,—I have waited a week since the appearance of Mr. “ Psychoinetry," with illustrations, showing how those possessed I
Sinnrtt’n letter in answer tn mine, in the hope that, some cham of the gift could develop it. Sunday next, at 7 p.m., Mr. Dale,
pion of “Tiie Secret Doctrine" would take fsirt in the dis- of Stockwell, will address the meeting. On Thursday, May 11th. I
at 8 p.m., Mrs. Bliss. Admission by ticket only, to be obtained
cuwmm. As it apjiears wo are not to be favoured with any at the above address.—J. B., Sec.
argument from that side, I may perhaps be allowed n few words
Peckham Rye.—On Sunday, April 23rd, Mr. R. J. Leesdeof .-ommf-nt.
livered the first discourse of a series which he proposes to give
The great fact which is brought home to one on reading Mr. on “The Teachings of Christ.” He dealt with the branch of rhe
Sintn «'« letter is the increasing difficulty of knowing what the subject “ Christ's Teaching about God.” Except for a small
•• TUeosophn’ Revelation " really reveals. Aalung as “ Esoteric coterie of disturbers for disturbance sake, the lecture was
received withattention. On Sunday last, he took as his theme
Ruddhnm " st.nsl alone, it was |s>«sible to refer to it as a pre •• What Christ taught about Himself.” Necessarily the question
cise statement of the Mahalinic teachings, Imt the appearance of of the Divinity of Christ came up, and was discussed without |
“Tlm Secret Dre-trim- " has totally altered the state of the case. the slightest acrimony, and I do not think I am taking a partial .
In that work, as I showed ill my previous letter, certain of the view in saying that Mr. Lees undoubtedly held his position on <
teachings tn “ Esoteric Buddhism " arc said to be erroneous; this question, that Jesus, while the highest manifestation of the 1
Deity, was not the Deity Himself. The whole meeting was :
and now Mr. Sinnett informs us that the former work “is
characterised by fairness and good feeling, and the peroration
blemished here and there by failures to cast tlmt teaching was received with acclamation. Next Sunday Mr. Lees's subject j
correctly in the mould <-f our thought and language." Not will be “Christ's Way of Salvation.”—J.C.
only *>, but it ia marred by uifaw|U<>tatirm. Besides the
Athen.eum Hall, Tottenham Court-road. W.C.—A |
• ne to which Mr. Sinnett now calls attention, there is dramatic recital will be given at the above hall on Wednesday.
tb» more impirunt one about Laplace and the moons May 10th, by Miss Eleanor Vivian and Mr. Ernest C.
< f Mars t»» which I referred tn my previous letter. Tn this Mead. Vocalists, Miss Alice Everitt and Mr. C. Randolph j
Litchfield ; pianist. Fraulein Poppmacher. To conclude with«
litter ’iise « statement was quoted by Madame Blavatsky comedietta. “The Happy Pair,” by Thevre Smith. The paverhatun (»* she alleged) frvtu a letter of ” the Teachers,’’ coeds will go in aid of the Marylebone Spiritual Association- .
and vet in the “ Agnostic Journal'’ of June 28th, 1890, Mr. Tickets and programmes are now ready, and can be obtained'?! ■
Mead gave a quotation (also alleged to be vertatiiu) from the the following members of the committee :—Mrs. Everitt, Lilian '
Mine letter, which sb- m ed. if accurate, that Madame Blavatsky Villa, Holder's Hill, Hendon ; Miss Rowan Vincent. 31, Gower- I
had under the name of a verbatim quotation put forward a place, W.C. ; Mr. A. J. Sutton, Woburn House, 12, UppS
Woburn-place. W.C. ; Mr. Cooper. 82, East-street, Baker-street
statement which was never in the letter « all. This, of course, W.j and at the hall, 86, High-street, Marylebone. Doors ope’
raises a presutnptioa that she was equally mistaken ill the other at 7-30, to commence at 8. Tickets on'sale at the office J
••verbatim " quvMtion from the same letter, to which 1 have “ Light."
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